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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about RSTP and MSTP BPDUs are true? (Choose two.)
A. When all boundary switches are running RSTP, MST sends only version 0 configuration
BPDUs.
B. RSTP switches can process MSTP version 3 BPDUs.
C. MSTP switches can detect boundary ports when they receive RSTP version 1 BPDUs.
D. MSTP switches can detect boundary ports when they receive RSTP version 2 BPDUs.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Morning Glory, the coffee shop on the corner, has lost nearly 50% of its business because a
national retail coffee chain opened up a store down the street. Instead of closing up shop, the
owner of Morning Glory plans to draw in customers by offering coffee, tea, and pastries at much
lower prices than the national coffee chain.
The owner's plan of action is based on all of the following assumptions EXCEPT
A. Morning Glory's customers are very loyal.
B. some customers will choose the coffee shop that offers the lowest price.
C. Morning Glory can afford to cut its profit margin in order to lower prices.
D. the quality of Morning Glory's coffee is comparable to that of the national coffee chain.
E. the national coffee chain will not lower its prices in order to compete with Morning Glory.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The owner's plan - to lower prices to attract customers - assumes that some customers will
choose the lower price (choice a), that the quality of Morning Glory's products is comparable to
its competitor (choice b), that Morning Glory can afford to offer lower prices (choice c), and that
its competitor will also not lower its prices (choice e). The plan does not rest on any
assumptions about the loyalty of Morning Glory customers (choice d). Indeed, there is evidence
that the customers are not loyal, because Morning Glory has already lost 50% of its business.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Site-A and Site-B have a site-to-site VPN set up between them. OSPF is configured to
dynamically create the routes between the sites. The OSPF configuration in Site-A is configured
properly, but the route for the tunnel is not being established. The Site-B interfaces in the
graphic are using a broadcast Link Type. The administrator has determined that the OSPF
configuration in Site-B is using the wrong Link Type for one of its interfaces.
Which Link Type setting will correct the error?
A. Set tunnel.10 to p2p
B. Set tunnel.10 to p2mp
C. Set ethernet1/21 to p2mp
D. Set ethernet1/21 to p2p
Answer: A
Explanation:
We need to reconfigure the tunnel with the p2p link type.
Note: Link type -Choose Broadcast if you want all neighbors that are accessible through the
interface to be discovered automatically by multicasting OSPF hello messages, such as an
Ethernet interface. Choose p2p (point-to-point) to automatically discover the neighbor.
Choose p2mp (point-to-multipoint) when neighbors must be defined manually. Defining
neighbors manually is allowed only for p2mp mode.
References:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentaiion/7l/pan-os/pan-os/vons/site-to-site-vpn-wi
th-ospf
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